
Tim Wernz 
 
I played a tournament with Tim Wernz at Lake Geneva in February 2012.  According to him, it 
was one of the few tournaments he played outside of Minnesota.  We played six days and 
although we had only modest success (Tim assigned the blame squarely on our teammates), it 
was a delight from start to finish.   
 
Tim was a great partner, a wonderful conversationalist and a master story teller.  My favorites 
were his early days sneaking into old Crosley Field in Cincinnati and following his Milwaukee 
Braves in the late 1950s (which wasn’t hard with Aaron, Mathews, Adcock, Spahn, Burdette and 
the rest of that team).  His stories about his Vietnam experiences were also immensely 
entertaining.  He arrived in Vietnam and quickly made two patrols into the field before some 
colonel recognized his administrative abilities.  Soon after he had established himself in his desk 
job, some kid recruited him to pursue his PTSD discharge process.  Of course, PTSD was not 
even officially recognized at the time, but Tim took on the case and eventually the soldier was 
heading back to the States.  All of a sudden, Tim had a workload of similar cases.  He may have 
been one of the most dangerous men in the American army.  His ultimate reward was a return 
to Washington to become part of the Honor Guard. 
 
 When I was still emerging as a player in the early 1980s, Tim was firmly established.  In the 
1982 Minneapolis Fall Nationals after Tony Ames and I were (predictably) eliminated from the 
Reisinger after the first day, we played in a regional pairs event and thought we did well to 
come in sixth.  Wernz and Boeder finished first.  Tim and John had one of the best partnerships 
in the state.  Although John took on the subject of IMPs, I always thought their forte was match 
points with their light opening, four-card majors and frisky preempts.  The best part of their 
game, though, was defense.  One didn’t get any cheap tricks from that pair. 
 
 After John died, Tim took a bridge sabbatical for a while, but he couldn’t stay away.  I had the 
benefit of playing on some regional team games with him over the last ten years. We won two 
Gopher Swiss Teams together in the early 2000s, and two Gopher KOs in the last few years.  I 
was also on the team with him in the USBF Regional (that Irwin described) that prevailed over 
the best Minnesota player in the state and the best Minnesota player outside the state.  Tim 
could hardly sit up straight.  He couldn’t eat.  He took naps between rounds.  But his score 
sheets had no surprises. 
 
 The attached hand was played by Tim in Lake Geneva.  I have adapted my over-the-shoulder 
style but I think it captures his thinking processes, which blended great card reading and superb 
technique.     
 
 Tim was a fierce competitor, a deep thinker, and intensely ethical.  He will be missed by all of 
us on the bridge scene. 
 

John Koch 


